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Abstrat. In Indutive Logi Programming (ILP), several tehniques

have been introdued to improve the eÆieny of query exeution. One

suh tehnique is query pak exeution. A set of queries with a ommon

pre�x, as it is generated by the re�nement operator of a typial ILP

system, an be exeuted faster after it is onverted into a tree struture

alled a query pak. Query transformations, on the other hand, improve

the eÆieny of exeuting a single query by transforming it into a di�er-

ent form that is more eÆient to exeute. Combining query paks with

query transformations is diÆult beause a transformation may have a

negative e�et on the struture of the pak. The one-transformation is

one of the most important query transformations and an improve the

eÆieny of query exeution by several orders of magnitude. In this work,

we extend query pak exeution in suh a way that it is able to handle

queries produed by the one-transformation. We do this in the ontext

of ilProlog, a high performane Prolog system with spei� extensions

for supporting ILP systems. We evaluate our approah on both arti�ial

domains and real world ILP appliations.

1 Introdution

EÆieny is an important issue in mahine learning and data mining. This is es-

peially true for Indutive Logi Programming (ILP) and relational data mining

systems, whih indue models based on input data that is stored in a relational

format. Beause the data is represented in a more expressive form, indution

beomes more omplex: larger spaes have to be searhed, and evaluating the

performane of a andidate hypothesis is omputationally more expensive. In

order to ope with this inreased omplexity, several tehniques have been in-

trodued that make the indution task more eÆient ([4℄ presents an overview).

One suh tehnique is query pak exeution [3℄. In ILP, eah hypothesis is rep-

resented by a number of queries in �rst order logi. The set of all possible queries
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in the hypothesis language an be strutured as a lattie and �nding a suitable

query orresponds to searhing through the lattie. Most ILP algorithms searh

from general to spei�: in eah node of the searh, the urrent query is re�ned

into several andidate queries by adding one or more goals. The performane of

eah andidate must be evaluated on the input data, i.e. eah andidate query

must be exeuted on eah example. Beause the andidates are similar (they all

share the urrent query as ommon pre�x) there will be muh redundany in

this evaluation step. Struturing the set of queries in a tree struture (a query

pak) is a way to remove this redundany. In pratial appliations, query paks

an speedup indution by an order of magnitude or more.

Transforming queries [6, 10℄ is another approah for improving the eÆieny

of �rst order indution. A query-transformation replaes a query by a form that

is more eÆient to exeute. As an example, the one-transformation reursively

wraps sets of goals that are independent (given that ertain variables are ground)

in ones. A one is a speial onstrut that prunes away unneessary omputa-

tions during query exeution. For some ILP appliations the one-transformation

an make query exeution several orders of magnitude faster [6℄.

Combining query paks with query transformations is diÆult beause the

transformation has a negative e�et on the struture of the pak. Sine the

transformation alters the form of some queries (e.g. by reordering goals or by

introduing ones), it will be diÆult to �nd a ommon part that an be exploited

by using query pak exeution. In this work, we extend query pak exeution in

suh a way that it is able to handle queries produed by the one-transformation.

This is aomplished by inserting speial ontrol instrutions, whih we will all

ativate and deativate, in the pak. A pak that ontains these instrutions will

be alled an ativate/deativate-pak or adpak for short. With some preliminary

experiments, we show that adpak exeution performs better than using either

only the one-transformation or only the query paks.

This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we briey review the one-

transformation and query pak exeution, and desribe the intuition behind

adpaks. Setion 3 illustrates this intuition in more detail on a small example.

In Setion 4 we de�ne an adpak more formally, we show how an adpak an be

onstruted based on a set of one-transformed queries, and we desribe how it

an be exeuted. Setion 5 presents some preliminary experiments, and �nally

in Setion 6 we summarize the main onlusions and future work.

2 Intuition

In this setion we desribe the one-transformation, query paks and adpaks,

whih generalize both the one-transformation and query paks. We don't give

formal de�nitions. Instead we try to explain the intuition behind eah tehnique.

Consider a set of queries representing the hypotheses that have to be eval-

uated during an indutive learning proess. We want to optimize the exeution

of this set (where a query is atually a onjuntion of atoms or prediate alls).
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Fig. 1. Di�erent transformations on a set of queries

A �rst observation is that we want to �nd out whether a query sueeds

or fails. Thus, one the query has sueeded, the exeution does not have to

baktrak to any of the unexplored alternatives for the alls of the query. This

an be realized easily by adding a ut at the end of every query in the set.

Figure 1a represents suh a set of ut-terminated queries (with the arguments

of the goals left out for the sake of simpliity).

Seondly, as these queries are hypotheses generated in a systemati way by

the indutive learner, the queries begin with the same prediate alls, but they

have di�erent endings. To avoid the repeated exeution of the ommon part, the

notion of query paks [3℄ with their own exeution mehanism was introdued.

The ommon pre�x of the onjuntion is exeuted one, and a so-alled pak-

or node groups the alternative endings. The sope of the terminating ut goes

only up to the losest pak-or node: the other alternatives of the pak-or node

might still require baktraking into the upper part. One a query sueeds and

its terminating ut is exeuted, we try to remove this query from the pak.

However, sine parts of the query might be shared with other (still unsuessful)

queries, initially only the part up to the losest pak-or node will be removed.

Later, when all the sibling alternatives in that pak-or have also sueeded, the

removal propagates upwards to the parent pak-or, eventually arriving in the

root pak-or. In other words: the ut is bloked in the pak-or until all other

branhes in the pak-or are suessful. Transforming the queries from Figure 1a



results in the query pak of Figure 1b. We omit the terminating ut at the end

of eah lause in this representation to avoid onfusion with a real ut.

A third observation is that a onjuntion of prediate alls an have parts

whose exeution does not a�et the exeution of the remaining part. For example,

onsider the �rst query of Figure 1a, this time with arguments to the goals:

?- p(X,Y), q

1

(X,A), q

2

(A,B), r(Y,C), !.

Suppose that the all p(X,Y) grounds both the variables X and Y, then the q

i

alls do not a�et the r all. In other words, if the all to r(Y,C) fails, we should

not baktrak to a q

i

all, but to p(X,Y). When (q

1

(X,A), q

2

(A,B)) sueeds, all

baktraking over the q

i

alls should be avoided until the exeution baktraks

to p(X,Y), as then new values for X and Y an be found. We want a ut with

a limited sope: this an be obtained by the one onstrut. The above query

beomes:

?- p(X,Y), one(q

1

(X,A), q

2

(A,B)), r(Y,C), !.

The argument of the one is a onjuntion of alls (possibly nested ones), suh

that when the last all of the onjuntion sueeds, all the alternatives for alls in

this onjuntion are removed. This transformation is alled one-transformation,

and is disussed in depth in [6℄. Query transformations suh as these are ortho-

gonal to query paks.

The ontribution of this paper is that we propose a new exeution mehanism

that supports the ombination of the query paks with the one-transformations

in order to minimize the amount of baktraking as muh as possible. Therefore

we introdue the notion of an adpak. Consider the one-transformed queries of

Figure 1, where both queries have the ommon pre�x (p(X,Y),q

1

(X,A)), but

only the �rst one has an additional one. The adpak is obtained by �rst on-

struting a query pak as before without taking into aount the ones, and next

indiating the sope of the one by using orresponding ativate and deativate

goals (in Setion 4.2 we desribe a slightly di�erent approah, whih is suitable

for a one-transformation that reorders goals). This results in the adpak shown

in Figure 1d. A deativate goal indiates that all alternatives up to the orres-

ponding ativate goal are not relevant for �nding solutions for the remainder of

the branh. The adpak-or node again bloks terminating uts until all siblings

have suess. It also bloks the one as long as baktraking into the sope of

the one is needed for other siblings. Consider Figure 1d. The deativate for

one(q

1

(X,A),q

2

(A,B)) �rst only removes alternatives for q

2

as the other branh

with s still needs to be able to baktrak to q

1

. When r fails, we baktrak to the

losest adpak-or node. As long as s fails, we will further explore the alternatives

for q

1

, but without onsidering the q

2

,r ending due to the bloked one. Note

that it is as if the q

2

,r branh is removed from the pak. This removal is not

de�nite and will be undone as soon as the exeution baktraks to a all before

the one. When s sueeds, its terminating ut is bloked by the q

2

,r branh,

but the one an now have its full sope and the remaining alternatives for q

1

will be removed. When we �nally baktrak to p, the q

1

,q

2

,r branh will again

be exeuted (and the temporary removal is abolished).

To summarize we an say that a terminating ut permanently removes a branh
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Fig. 2. An example fat database.

from the adpak, whereas a deativate only temporarily removes a branh from

the adpak.

3 Example

We will now illustrate in more detail the exeution of adpaks on a small example.

Consider the adpak from Figure 1, and suppose we want to apply it to the fat

database seen in Figure 2.

Forward exeution starts by exeuting p(X;Y ), thus binding X to a and Y

to b. We ome aross the ativate goal indiating the start of the one from

the �rst query, arriving in q

1

(X;A) whih binds A to d. Now, the adpak splits

o� in 2 branhes; we selet the �rst branh (orresponding to the rest of the

�rst query) and leave behind a hoiepoint. After q

2

(A;B) binds B to e, the

deativate delimiting the one from the �rst query is enountered. This means

that, for the rest of the query, it is unneessary to baktrak over all goals

between the ativate and the deativate, whih are exatly the goals of the one

from the �rst query. This would mean that we an ut away all hoiepoints of

these goals. However, sine q

1

(X;A) is a shared goal between the �rst and the

seond query, we annot ut away it's hoiepoints, sine they an be relevant

for the seond query. Therefore, we only ut away the hoiepoints of the goals

up to the adpak-or node. A seond thing that has to be done is reassure that

whenever exeution hooses an alternative for q

1

(X;A), it should not enter this

branh (sine q

1

(X;A) is part of the one, and its alternatives are not relevant

for this branh). Therefore, we mark the branh as `losed' (or in other words, we

temporarily remove the branh from the adpak). The last goal r(Y;C) has no

solution, so this query fails and baktraks to the last hoiepoint, whih is the

one of the adpak-or. The seond branh is now hosen, whih fails immediately.

Bak in the adpak-or, all the branhes have been unsuessfully tried, so

we have to baktrak to a hoiepoint. Sine q

1

(X;A) still has alternatives, and

sine these alternatives an be relevant for the seond branh, we baktrak

to q

1

(X;A). Forward exeution restarts at q

1

(X;A), now binding A to e, and

arriving in the adpak-or. Sine the �rst branh is still losed (indeed, we have

not yet baktraked outside the one, so any alternative hosen is not relevant for

this branh), we an only enter the seond branh. This time, s(Y;A) sueeds,

and thus this branh is marked as suessful (meaning that the seond query

was suessful).

After the suess of the seond branh, exeution baktraks to the adpak-

or node, and sine all branhes have been tried and there are still unsuessful

ones, we again have to baktrak. Normally exeution would baktrak to the

goal q

1

(X;A) whih still has alternatives, but its alternatives are not relevant for

any query of the adpak sine the seond branh is already suessful, and the

only hoiepoints relevant for the �rst query are those before the ativate (i.e.



before the one). Our new exeution mehanism avoids baktraking to q

1

(X;A),

and baktraks diretly to the most reent hoiepoint before the one, namely

p(X;Y ). After forward exeution binds X to a and Y to , the ativate of the

one from the �rst query is enountered. Sine this means that exeution has

baktraked outside the one, exeution should be allowed to enter the �rst

branh of the adpak-or again, and so the �rst branh is opened again. The rest

of the exeution is straightforward: A is bound to d, the �rst branh is entered,

B is bound to e, r(Y;C) sueeds, and exeution baktraks to the adpak-

or. All branhes of the adpak-or are suessful, so any other baktraking is

unneessary, and the exeution of the adpak �nishes.

In this example, we an see where it pays o� to have the ativate/deativates

in the pak:

{ When r(Y;C) fails the �rst time, q

2

(A;B) would still have alternatives if the

deativate hadn't ut them away, and they would be tried in vain.

{ When exeution baktraked to q

1

(X;A), the �rst branh would have been

exeuted again if the deativate hadn't losed it, while this exeution is

known to be unsuessful in advane.

{ After the suess of the seond branh, exeution would have normally bak-

traked to the last remaining alternative of q

1

(X;A), and then trying the

�rst branh again. But adpak exeution skipped this hoiepoint sine it

was still inside the one, and was therefore not useful for the �rst branh.

4 ADPaks

4.1 De�nition

An adpak is a tree de�ned as <adpak> in the following de�nition:

<adpak> := <adpak-branh>

<adpak-branh> := <subgoal> <adpak-or> | <subgoal>

<adpak-or> := 2 or more <adpak-branh>

<subgoal> := <literal> | ativate(<id>) | deativate(<id>) |

( <subgoal> , <subgoal> )

<literal> is a Prolog-all

<id> is a number

The adpak should also satisfy the following restritions:

{ All ativate/1 and deativate/1 literals our in pairs. Suh a pair shares a

unique identi�ation number as their argument.

{ For eah ativate/deativate pair, both literals should always be a part of the

same path from the root of the adpak to a leaf with the ativate preeding

the deativate, but they annot be loated on the same branh (i.e. they

should be separated by at least one adpak-or).

{ If a deativate a omes before a deativate b on the path from the root of

the adpak to a leaf, then the ativate of a omes after the ativate of b on

that path.



funtion onstrut adpak(Q)

P := empty adpak

for eah query q 2 Q

q

1

:= one-transform(q)

q

2

:= reate adquery(q

1

)

merge in adpak(q

2

, P )

post proess adpak(P )

return P

Fig. 3. An algorithm for onstruting an adpak, given a set of queries Q produed by

the ILP system.

4.2 Constrution

The ILP system generates a set of queries whih have to be evaluated on a set

of examples. This set of queries has to be onverted to an adpak, before it is

evaluated on eah example. Construting an adpak is done as follows: iterate

over the set of queries, transform eah query with the one-transformation, and

merge the transformed query in an aumulator adpak.

The onstrut adpak algorithm (Figure 3) implements this idea. It takes as

input a set of queries Q and starts with an empty adpak P . In eah iteration

of the main loop, it takes a query q from Q and transforms it using the one-

transformation into q

1

. Then it onverts q

1

to an intermediate struture q

2

,

where eah one is replaed by an ativate/deativate pair. Finally, q

2

is added

to the aumulator pak P . This proedure an ause new branhing in the

aumulator adpak, and tries to introdue as less hanges as possible (e.g. by

ollapsing ativate/deativate pairs). After all queries have been transformed

and added to P , a post-proessing step makes the adpak suitable for exeution

(Setion 4.3).

4.3 Exeution mehanism

We now desribe the exeution mehanism for adpaks in detail.

During the exeution of an adpak, we will remember for eah branh whether

it is open or losed (temporarily disabled), and whether the branh is suessful.

Initially, every branh is open and unsuessful.

The forward exeution of an adpak onsists in exeuting the goals on the

branhes as normal, exept for the two speial goals ativate and deativate. In

these partiular ases, the following ations have to be taken:

{ ativate(Id)

Let DeatBranh be the branh ontaining the deativate orresponding to

this ativate (i.e. the deativate with the same Id). If DeatBranh is still

unsuessful, do the following:

1. If this ativate/deativate pair has been deativated before, reativate

it and open all branhes on the path from the urrent branh to Deat-

Branh.



2. Remember the urrent hoiepoint, and assoiate it with this ativate.

Finally, ontinue exeution.

{ deativate(Id)

Register deativation of this ativate/deativate pair, ut away all hoie-

points on this branh, lose the urrent branh, and ontinue exeution.

When exeution reahes an adpak-or, the set of hildren that have to be ex-

euted is determined. This is exatly the set of hild branhes whih are marked

open, but are still unsuessful. A hild of this set is hosen, it is removed from

the set, a hoiepoint is reated (whih enables baktraking suh that the re-

mainder of the set an be exeuted), and the seleted hild is exeuted.

Finally, when the end of a query (a `leaf' of the adpak) is reahed, suess for

the urrent branh is registered, all its hoiepoints are ut away, and exeution

baktraks to the parent adpak-or node.

Normally, when baktraking ours, the only thing that has to be done is

restoring a previous state by a.o. undoing bindings and to selet the next al-

ternative to be tried. However, when baktraking to an adpak-or, more om-

pliated ations have to be taken. We distinguish the following 4 situations (in

order) when baktraking to an adpak-or, with their orresponding ations:

1. There is still a hild branh that has to be tried: Remove the untried branh

from the set of hildren whih have to be tried, and exeute it.

2. All branhes are suessful: Mark suess of the parent branh, ut away all

its hoiepoints, and baktrak further.

3. All branhes are losed or suessful: First, the most reent relevant hoie-

point has to be omputed. This is exatly the orresponding hoiepoint

(saved in the forward exeution) of the last ativate on the parent branh

that was deativated in the past, and orresponds to a losed, unsuessful

branh. If no suh ativate is found, the hoiepoint of the parent adpak-or

is taken.

If the most reent relevant hoiepoint is the parent adpak-or, lose the

parent branh, ut away all its hoiepoints, and baktrak to the parent

adpak-or. Otherwise, ut up to the omputed hoiepoint, and baktrak

to it.

4. There is still an open, unsuessful branh: Sine this branh has been tried

before, it has failed without deativation or suess. No speial ations have

to be taken here: baktrak to the previous hoiepoint.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Implementation

To bene�t from an exeution mehanism suh as that for query paks, it has to

be implemented in the system at hand [3℄. Therefore, just as for query paks,

we �rst ompile an adpak to speialized WAM byteode [12℄, whih is then



exeuted by the Prolog system. This speialized ode makes use of new WAM

instrutions for exeuting adpaks.

We implemented the ompilation and the exeution of these speial instru-

tion in ilProlog, a high performane Prolog system with spei� extensions for

supporting ILP systems. More details on the used data strutures and the im-

plementation of these WAM instrutions an be found in [11℄.

5.2 Experiments

The aim of our experiments is to gain more insight in the performane of adpak

exeution. We ompare the following settings: regular query exeution `Query',

one-transformed query exeution `One', query pak exeution `Pak' and ad-

pak exeution `ADPak'.

The experiments are performed with the ILP system Tilde [2℄, a �rst order

deision tree learner available in the ACE system [1℄. ACE is supported by

ilProlog as desribed above. We run the experiments on a Linux Intel P4 1.8GHz

system with 512MB RAM.

Figure 4 shows the results of running Tilde in the di�erent settings on three

data sets: Mutagenesis [9℄ (230 examples), Carinogenesis [8℄ (330 examples)

and a version of Bongard [5℄ (10000 examples). For eah setting, the graph

shows the query exeution time `Exeute', the ompilation time `Compile' (only

relevant for query paks and adpaks { the other settings use meta-alls) and the

transformation time `Transform' (only relevant for one-transformed queries and

adpaks). All bars are relative to the total time for `Queries', whih is shown,

together with the number of re�nement steps and the total number of queries

evaluated, above its orresponding bar. Above the other bars, the speedup in

exeution time over `Queries' is shown. The experiments are performed for 3

values of Tilde's lookahead parameter (the number of goals that is added in

eah re�nement step).

In all experiments, query pak exeution performs better than queries and

the speedup inreases as lookahead inreases. Similar results were obtained in

[3℄. The one-transformed queries yield a signi�ant improvement in exeution

time for the Carinogenesis and Bongard data sets (without lookahead), but the

improvement is smaller than that reported in [6℄ (> 100� for Carinogenesis). A

possible explanation is that that the greedy searh strategy of Tilde avoids the

highly non-determinate queries for whih the one-transformation performs best.

In [6℄, the ILP system Aleph[7℄ was used, whih implements a branh-and-bound

searh strategy. The performane of the one-transformed queries is less good for

higher lookahead values. Possibly, the goals added by lookahead share variables

with goals from the start of the query (the language bias allows this), whih

has a negative e�et on the one-transformation. More detailed experiments are

neessary to on�rm this.

The new adpak query exeution mehanism performs better than all other

settings (exeution time), but is lose to query paks in most ases (espeially

when the one-transform does not perform well). The best improvement over

query paks is obtained on Carinogenesis (�10�). For some appliations (e.g.,
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Fig. 4. Experiments on the data sets Mutagenesis, Carinogenesis and Bongard.

Mutagenesis with lookahead � 1), the higher transformation

1

and ompilation

times of the adpak version an make regular query pak exeution the best

hoie (best total time). However, the proportion of time spent during trans-

formation and ompilation dereases as the number of examples inreases (fr.

Bongard data set with 10000 examples { the transformation and ompilation

time are not visible on the graph).

6 Conlusion & Future Work

The preliminary experiments from 5.2 show that the evaluation of queries be-

ne�ts from the new exeution mehanism, ompared to using only query paks

or query transformations. There are some open questions regarding the one-

transformation: the e�et of the ILP system and searh strategy that is used and

the impat of the lookahead parameter. Further work will inlude experiments

designed to answer these questions. Another aspet whih has to be investigated

is to what extent the reordering of literals done by the one-transformation has

an inuene on the exeution time. Finally, the one-transformation was only

one of many query-transformations appliable to ILP queries. The ombination

of query paks with the other transformations is another interesting topi of

investigation.

1

The transformation time for adpaks is higher than that of the one-transformed

queries beause the queries must also be merged in the adpak (fr. Figure 3).
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